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2019-10-20 0530 Romantic Comedy Ex Files 3

Meng Yun and Yu Fei break up with their girlfriends and indulge themselves in 

partying, clubbing, and fun to celebrate being bachelors again. However, as 
their ‘ex-girlfriends’ come back into their lives, their ‘golden single period’ turns 

into a hilarious and troublesome adventure!

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG Y

2019-10-20 0745 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 

gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 
Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 

disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 
How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 

deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, Florrie 
Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y

2019-10-20 0925 Animation The Red Turtle
Studio

Ghibli

Gorgeously animated, this wordless story about a stranded castaway pays 
tribute to what's most important in life: companionship, love, family, and the 

stewardship of nature.

JAPAN No Dialogue-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2019-10-20 1055 Drama The Finishers

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams are 

difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him in 

the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and reconnects 
in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-10-20 1230 Comedy Save Your Legs!

Save Your Legs! is an inspirational journey from the heart of Australia to the 

soul of India. It's the story of one man who refuses to lose his park cricket team 

to the realities of growing up. Inspired by true events, Save Your Legs! is an 
uplifting adventure, filled with comedy, cricket and Bollywood music.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2012 RPT

2019-10-20 1410 Thriller Death Defying Acts
On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with a 

psychic out to con the famous magician.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y

2019-10-20 1600 Drama The Circle

A dramatic depiction of the oppression and discrimination against women in 

Iran. Three women on leave from prison try to fit into society, with little 
success. Winner of the Golden Lion at the 2000 Venice Film Festival. Directed by 
Jafar Panahi and stars Nargess Mamizadeh, Fereshteh Sadr Orafai and Maryiam 

Palvin Almani.

IRAN Farsi-100 2000 RPT PG a Y

2019-10-20 1740 Comedy
Cheerful Weather For The 

Wedding

A young woman frets upstairs in her family's country manor on her wedding 

day, fearful she's about to marry the wrong man. Downstairs, both her fiance 

and her former lover grow increasingly anxious.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT PG



2019-10-20 1930 History Amistad
In 1839, the slave ship Amistad set sail from Cuba to America. During the long 

trip, Cinque leads the slaves in an unprecedented uprising.
USA English-100 1997 RPT M a v Y

2019-10-20 2220 Drama Biutiful

A powerful tale of love and fatherhood. Uxbal, a petty criminal, struggles to 

take care of his two children after his alcoholic wife abandons them. But his 

world falls apart when he is diagnosed with a terminal illness and his death 

becomes imminent. Nominated for two Academy Awards in 2011, including 

Best Foreign Language Film and Best Actor (Javier Bardem). Directed by 
Alejandro González Iñárritu, and also stars Maricel Álvarez and Hanaa Bouchaib.

MEXICO Spanish-100 2010 RPT MA a n Y

2019-10-20 2455 Action Adventure The Fortress
Asian

Epics

In 1636, during the Second Qing Invasion of Korea in the 14th year of King Injo’s 
rule, King Injo and the Royal Court finds shelter inside Namhan Fortress outside 

the city as the Qing’s large army continues to attack. The Qing army, led by 

General Ingguldai, quickly surrounds the fortress, leaving the king and the court 
stranded in a prolonged standoff. For a truce, the Qing General makes a 

humiliating proposal of sending the Crown Prince out as hostage. Unable to 
move forward or fight the outnumbering enemy, the people of the fortress 

start dying from cold and hunger. Between the Minister of the Interior, who 

emphasises the king’s duty to protect the lives of his subjects regardless of 
humiliation, and the Minister of Rites, who maintains that they must fight to 

death for the greater cause, the king must make a grave choice.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2017 RPT MA a v Y

2019-10-20 2730 Comedy Save Your Legs!

Save Your Legs! is an inspirational journey from the heart of Australia to the 
soul of India. It's the story of one man who refuses to lose his park cricket team 

to the realities of growing up. Inspired by true events, Save Your Legs! is an 

uplifting adventure, filled with comedy, cricket and Bollywood music.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2012 RPT

2019-10-21 0510 Animation The Red Turtle
Studio

Ghibli

Gorgeously animated, this wordless story about a stranded castaway pays 

tribute to what's most important in life: companionship, love, family, and the 
stewardship of nature.

JAPAN No Dialogue-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2019-10-21 0640 Drama The Circle

A dramatic depiction of the oppression and discrimination against women in 

Iran. Three women on leave from prison try to fit into society, with little 

success. Winner of the Golden Lion at the 2000 Venice Film Festival. Directed by 

Jafar Panahi and stars Nargess Mamizadeh, Fereshteh Sadr Orafai and Maryiam 
Palvin Almani.

IRAN Farsi-100 2000 RPT PG a Y

2019-10-21 0820 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 

happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2019-10-21 0950 Romantic Comedy Ex Files 3

Meng Yun and Yu Fei break up with their girlfriends and indulge themselves in 

partying, clubbing, and fun to celebrate being bachelors again. However, as 

their ‘ex-girlfriends’ come back into their lives, their ‘golden single period’ turns 

into a hilarious and troublesome adventure!

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG Y

2019-10-21 1200 History Amistad
In 1839, the slave ship Amistad set sail from Cuba to America. During the long 

trip, Cinque leads the slaves in an unprecedented uprising.
USA English-100 1997 RPT M a v Y



2019-10-21 1445 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 
gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 
Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 

disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 

How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 
deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, Florrie 
Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y

2019-10-21 1625 Drama The Finishers

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams are 

difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him in 
the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and reconnects 

in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-10-21 1800 Animation The Red Turtle
Studio

Ghibli

Gorgeously animated, this wordless story about a stranded castaway pays 

tribute to what's most important in life: companionship, love, family, and the 

stewardship of nature.

JAPAN No Dialogue-100 2016 RPT PG a 

2019-10-21 1930 Romantic Comedy Lola And Her Brothers Premiere

Lola (Ludivine Sagnier) has two brothers - Benoit (Jean-Paul Rouve), who is 

getting married for the third time, and Pierre (José Garcia), who shows up late 
for weddings. Excuses, reproaches, arguments, misunderstandings, but beneath 

it all, they're just doing their best to live their own lives. Benoit is about to 
become a father, but he's not ready yet. Lola meets Zoher (Ramzy Bedia) while 

she's still going through her divorce. Pierre's professional problems take a turn 

for the worse. Though everything in their lives seems to be pulling them apart, 
the three of them stick together - an inseparable trio.

FRANCE French-100 2018 Y

2019-10-21 2125 Drama Soul Boy Premiere

Amidst power cuts, strikes and boot-boy aggro on the football terraces, restless 

Joe McCain (Martin Compston) is bored with the tedium of a life that’s going 
nowhere. Joe is soon swept into a world of lust, sound, movement, and most 

importantly - soul.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010

2019-10-21 2255 Drama Foreign Body Premiere

Seeking refuge from her radical brother, Samia stays at her friend Imed's, but 
longs for her independence and freedom. She will find it in the form of Mrs 

Bertaud, a rich widow she starts working for. Their professional relationship 

soon turns into a sensual connection, which troubles Imed, torn between his 

religious beliefs and his sexual desires.

FRANCE French-100 2016 M a v Y

2019-10-21 2440 Drama Biutiful

A powerful tale of love and fatherhood. Uxbal, a petty criminal, struggles to 

take care of his two children after his alcoholic wife abandons them. But his 

world falls apart when he is diagnosed with a terminal illness and his death 
becomes imminent. Nominated for two Academy Awards in 2011, including 

Best Foreign Language Film and Best Actor (Javier Bardem). Directed by 
Alejandro González Iñárritu, and also stars Maricel Álvarez and Hanaa Bouchaib.

MEXICO Spanish-100 2010 RPT MA a n Y

2019-10-21 2715 History Amistad
In 1839, the slave ship Amistad set sail from Cuba to America. During the long 

trip, Cinque leads the slaves in an unprecedented uprising.
USA English-100 1997 RPT M a v Y



2019-10-22 0600 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 
gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 

Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 
disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 

How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 

deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, Florrie 
Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y

2019-10-22 0740 Drama The Finishers

Julien dreams of adventure. But when you live in a wheelchair, such dreams are 
difficult to fulfil. To do so, Julien challenges his father to compete with him in 

the ‘Ironman’ triathlon in Nice. A whole family comes together and reconnects 

in an attempt to see this incredible exploit through.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-10-22 0915 Thriller Death Defying Acts
On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with a 
psychic out to con the famous magician.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y

2019-10-22 1105 Drama The Circle

A dramatic depiction of the oppression and discrimination against women in 

Iran. Three women on leave from prison try to fit into society, with little 

success. Winner of the Golden Lion at the 2000 Venice Film Festival. Directed by 
Jafar Panahi and stars Nargess Mamizadeh, Fereshteh Sadr Orafai and Maryiam 

Palvin Almani.

IRAN Farsi-100 2000 RPT PG a Y

2019-10-22 1240 Drama Soul Boy

Amidst power cuts, strikes and boot-boy aggro on the football terraces, restless 
Joe McCain (Martin Compston) is bored with the tedium of a life that’s going 

nowhere. Joe is soon swept into a world of lust, sound, movement, and most 
importantly - soul.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT

2019-10-22 1415 Comedy
Cheerful Weather For The 

Wedding

A young woman frets upstairs in her family's country manor on her wedding 
day, fearful she's about to marry the wrong man. Downstairs, both her fiance 

and her former lover grow increasingly anxious.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT PG

2019-10-22 1605 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 

happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2019-10-22 1735 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record 

time, Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done 

(or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Astérix, 
Obélix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge 
against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2019-10-22 1930 Biography Gagarin Premiere

In 1961, Yuri Gagarin blasted off from Vostok to become the first man in space. 

It was a mission fraught with danger as he rocketed into an uncertain fate. This 
stunning biopic charts Gagarin's momentous journey.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2013 Y



2019-10-22 2135 Horror Let The Right One In
Focus:

Horror

Twelve-year-old Oskar is bullied at school and at home tends to retreat into his 

own violent fantasies. Oskar's life changes when he makes friends with the 

mysterious and unkempt 12-year-old Eli. However, when locals start falling 
victim to a series of gruesome murders, many drained of their blood, Oskar 

starts to put two and two together and realises Eli might just be exactly what 

she seems. Directed by Tomas Alfredson and stars Kåre Hedebrant, Lina 
Leandersson and Per Ragnar.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2008 RPT MAV n v Y

2019-10-22 2340 Drama Soul Boy

Amidst power cuts, strikes and boot-boy aggro on the football terraces, restless 
Joe McCain (Martin Compston) is bored with the tedium of a life that’s going 

nowhere. Joe is soon swept into a world of lust, sound, movement, and most 

importantly - soul.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT

2019-10-22 2515 Romantic Comedy Lola And Her Brothers

Lola (Ludivine Sagnier) has two brothers - Benoit (Jean-Paul Rouve), who is 

getting married for the third time, and Pierre (José Garcia), who shows up late 
for weddings. Excuses, reproaches, arguments, misunderstandings, but beneath 

it all, they're just doing their best to live their own lives. Benoit is about to 
become a father, but he's not ready yet. Lola meets Zoher (Ramzy Bedia) while 

she's still going through her divorce. Pierre's professional problems take a turn 

for the worse. Though everything in their lives seems to be pulling them apart, 
the three of them stick together - an inseparable trio.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT Y

2019-10-22 2705 Drama Foreign Body

Seeking refuge from her radical brother, Samia stays at her friend Imed's, but 

longs for her independence and freedom. She will find it in the form of Mrs 
Bertaud, a rich widow she starts working for. Their professional relationship 

soon turns into a sensual connection, which troubles Imed, torn between his 

religious beliefs and his sexual desires.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT M a v Y

2019-10-22 2845 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 
happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.

DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2019-10-23 0615 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds 
himself alone and lost in the wilderness of the Amazon jungle.

BRAZIL
No Dialogue-95; 

Portuguese-5
2013 RPT G Y

2019-10-23 0750 Family Summer Wars

Kenji Koiso, an eleventh grade math genius, solves a complex equation and 

inadvertently puts a virtual world's artificial intelligence in a position to destroy 

the earth. Directed by Mamoru Hosoda and stars Ryunosuke Kamiki, Nanami 

Sakuraba and Mitsuki Tanimura.

JAPAN English-100 2009 RPT PG

2019-10-23 0955 Biography Gagarin

In 1961, Yuri Gagarin blasted off from Vostok to become the first man in space. 

It was a mission fraught with danger as he rocketed into an uncertain fate. This 

stunning biopic charts Gagarin's momentous journey.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2013 RPT Y

2019-10-23 1200 Romantic Comedy Lola And Her Brothers

Lola (Ludivine Sagnier) has two brothers - Benoit (Jean-Paul Rouve), who is 
getting married for the third time, and Pierre (José Garcia), who shows up late 

for weddings. Excuses, reproaches, arguments, misunderstandings, but beneath 

it all, they're just doing their best to live their own lives. Benoit is about to 
become a father, but he's not ready yet. Lola meets Zoher (Ramzy Bedia) while 

she's still going through her divorce. Pierre's professional problems take a turn 

for the worse. Though everything in their lives seems to be pulling them apart, 

the three of them stick together - an inseparable trio.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT Y



2019-10-23 1350 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record 

time, Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done 
(or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Astérix, 

Obélix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge 

against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2019-10-23 1545 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster 
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. 

Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad 

Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G

2019-10-23 1730 Drama Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with 
handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the 

home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived 

downstairs.

INDIA English-100 2017 RPT PG a Y Y

2019-10-23 1930 Biography Night Train To Lisbon Premiere
Raimund Gregorius, a Swiss Professor, abandons his lectures and buttoned-
down life to embark on a thrilling adventure that will take him on a journey to 

the very heart of himself.

GERMANY English-100 2013 M a s v 

2019-10-23 2135 Drama Dil Dhadakne Do
Focus:
Hindi 

Cinema

On a cruise to celebrate their parents' 30th wedding anniversary, a brother and 
sister deal with the impact of family considerations on their romantic lives.

INDIA
Hindi-60; English-

40
2015 Y

2019-10-23 2440 Horror Let The Right One In
Focus:

Horror

Twelve-year-old Oskar is bullied at school and at home tends to retreat into his 

own violent fantasies. Oskar's life changes when he makes friends with the 

mysterious and unkempt 12-year-old Eli. However, when locals start falling 
victim to a series of gruesome murders, many drained of their blood, Oskar 

starts to put two and two together and realises Eli might just be exactly what 
she seems. Directed by Tomas Alfredson and stars Kåre Hedebrant, Lina 

Leandersson and Per Ragnar.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2008 RPT MAV n v Y

2019-10-23 2645 Thriller Who Killed Bambi?

Isabelle is a student-nurse in the surgical unit of a large hospital. Her cousin 
Veronique works in the same unit. One night, in the corridors of the hospital, 
Isabelle encounters Dr Philipp. Her head starts to swim and she falls in a faint at 

the doctor's feet. The incident recurs repeatedly. She is increasingly puzzled by 

this surgeon who haunts the hospital day and night, and shows an unhealthy 

interest in her malaises. After a series of accidents during surgery and the 
disappearance of a female patient, Isabelle begins to suspect Philipp is 
responsible. Directed by Gilles Marchand (Harry, He's Here To Help) and stars 

Laurent Lucas, Sophie Quinton and Catherine Jacob.

FRANCE French-100 2003 RPT MA a n v Y

2019-10-24 0500 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record 
time, Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done 
(or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Astérix, 

Obélix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge 

against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2019-10-24 0655 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster 
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. 

Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad 
Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G



2019-10-24 0840 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds 
himself alone and lost in the wilderness of the Amazon jungle.

BRAZIL
No Dialogue-95; 

Portuguese-5
2013 RPT G Y

2019-10-24 1015 Drama Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with 
handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the 

home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived 

downstairs.

INDIA English-100 2017 RPT PG a Y Y

2019-10-24 1215 Biography Night Train To Lisbon
Raimund Gregorius, a Swiss Professor, abandons his lectures and buttoned-
down life to embark on a thrilling adventure that will take him on a journey to 

the very heart of himself.

GERMANY English-100 2013 RPT M a s v 

2019-10-24 1420 Animation Howard Lovecraft

After visiting his father in Arkham Sanitarium, young Howard Lovecraft ignores 

his father’s warning and uses the legendary Necronomicon to open a portal to a 
strange frozen world filled with horrifying creatures and grave danger.

CANADA English-100 2016 RPT PG h v 

2019-10-24 1550 Family Amazonia
After a plane crash, Sai, a capuchin monkey born and raised in captivity, finds 
himself alone and lost in the wilderness of the Amazon jungle.

BRAZIL
No Dialogue-95; 

Portuguese-5
2013 RPT G Y

2019-10-24 1725 Biography Gagarin
In 1961, Yuri Gagarin blasted off from Vostok to become the first man in space. 
It was a mission fraught with danger as he rocketed into an uncertain fate. This 

stunning biopic charts Gagarin's momentous journey.

RUSSIA Russian-100 2013 RPT Y

2019-10-24 1930 Biography A Mighty Heart
Women

In 

Film

In 2002, Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl is kidnapped by an Islamic 
terrorist organisation in Pakistan. His heavily pregnant French wife, fellow 

journalist Marianne, sets out to track him down. Features a tour-de-force 
central performance by Angelina Jolie (for which she nabbed an Oscar 

nomination) as the forceful and steely-determined Marianne. Directed by 

Michael Winterbottom and stars Dan Futterman, Angelina Jolie and Archie 
Panjabi.

USA English-100 2007 RPT M a l Y Y

2019-10-24 2130 Drama Manifesto

Women

In 

Film

Julian Rosefeldt’s Manifesto pays homage to the moving tradition and literary 

beauty of artistic manifestos, ultimately questioning the role of the artist in 

society today.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018

2019-10-24 2320 Biography Night Train To Lisbon

Raimund Gregorius, a Swiss Professor, abandons his lectures and buttoned-

down life to embark on a thrilling adventure that will take him on a journey to 

the very heart of himself.

GERMANY English-100 2013 RPT M a s v 

2019-10-24 2525 Family 9

From visionary filmmakers Tim Burton (The Nightmare Before Christmas) and 
Timur Bekmambetov (Wanted) and Academy Award-nominated director Shane 
Acker comes this visually stunning and original epic adventure. In the final days 

of humanity, a dedicated scientist gives the spark of life to nine of his creations. 

The world has turned into an unrecognisable landscape of machines and spare 

parts, but this group of nine finds that if they band together, their small 
community might just be able to change the course of history. Featuring the 

voice talents of Elijah Wood, John C. Reilly, Jennifer Connelly and Crispin Glover.

USA English-100 2009 RPT M a 

2019-10-24 2655 Drama Dil Dhadakne Do

Focus:

Hindi 
Cinema

On a cruise to celebrate their parents' 30th wedding anniversary, a brother and 

sister deal with the impact of family considerations on their romantic lives.
INDIA

Hindi-60; English-

40
2015 RPT Y



2019-10-25 0600 Drama Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with 

handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the 

home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived 

downstairs.

INDIA English-100 2017 RPT PG a Y Y

2019-10-25 0800 Animation Howard Lovecraft

After visiting his father in Arkham Sanitarium, young Howard Lovecraft ignores 

his father’s warning and uses the legendary Necronomicon to open a portal to a 

strange frozen world filled with horrifying creatures and grave danger.

CANADA English-100 2016 RPT PG h v 

2019-10-25 0930 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster 

who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. 

Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad 
Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G

2019-10-25 1115 Comedy Offside

Five young women go to extraordinary lengths to watch Iran's 2006 World Cup 
qualifier in a stadium where women have been banned. Filmed during the 

actual football game between Iran and Bahrain in 2005. Directed by Jafar Panahi 

and stars Sima Mobarak-Shahi, Shayesteh Irani and Ayda Sadeqi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2006 RPT PG Y

2019-10-25 1300 Biography A Mighty Heart

Women

In 

Film

In 2002, Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl is kidnapped by an Islamic 

terrorist organisation in Pakistan. His heavily pregnant French wife, fellow 
journalist Marianne, sets out to track him down. Features a tour-de-force 

central performance by Angelina Jolie (for which she nabbed an Oscar 

nomination) as the forceful and steely-determined Marianne. Directed by 
Michael Winterbottom and stars Dan Futterman, Angelina Jolie and Archie 

Panjabi.

USA English-100 2007 RPT M a l Y Y

2019-10-25 1500 Musical Bollywood Parineeta

Set in Calcutta in 1962. Shekhar, the son of a wealthy businessman, is due to 

marry Gayatri, the daughter of an industrialist. But he is in love with Lolita, his 

childhood sweetheart who lives next door. Meanwhile, Girish, a steel tycoon 
from London also becomes smitten with Lolita. Directed by Pradeep Sarkar and 
stars Saif Ali Khan, Sanjay Dutt and Vidya Balan.

INDIA
Hindi-99; English-

1
2005 RPT PG Y Y

2019-10-25 1730 Fantasy Your Name

Mitsuha and Taki are two total strangers living completely different lives. But 

when Mitsuha makes a wish to leave her mountain town for the bustling city of 

Tokyo, they become connected in a bizarre way. She dreams she is a boy living 
in Tokyo, while Taki dreams he is a girl from a rural town he's never been to. 
What does their newfound connection mean? And how will it bring them 

together?

JAPAN English-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2019-10-25 1930 Drama Trumbo

In the midst of Hollywood’s Golden Age, the charismatic Dalton Trumbo is the 
highest paid screenwriter in the world, but as Cold War paranoia takes hold of 

the nation he is dragged in front of the House Committee on Un-American 

Activities and thrown into prison for refusing to co-operate. Remaining 

rebellious even after his release, Trumbo becomes Hollywood’s most prolific 
blacklisted writer, secretly writing such classics as Roman Holiday.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M l Y

2019-10-25 2145 Thriller Vanilla Sky Premiere

The tale of a young New York City publishing magnate who finds himself on an 

unexpected roller-coaster ride of romance, comedy, suspicion, love, sex, and 
dreams in a mind-bending search for his soul.

USA English-100 2001



2019-10-25 2415 Drama Manifesto

Women

In 
Film

Julian Rosefeldt’s Manifesto pays homage to the moving tradition and literary 

beauty of artistic manifestos, ultimately questioning the role of the artist in 
society today.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2018 RPT

2019-10-25 2600 Biography A Mighty Heart

Women

In 
Film

In 2002, Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl is kidnapped by an Islamic 
terrorist organisation in Pakistan. His heavily pregnant French wife, fellow 

journalist Marianne, sets out to track him down. Features a tour-de-force 

central performance by Angelina Jolie (for which she nabbed an Oscar 
nomination) as the forceful and steely-determined Marianne. Directed by 

Michael Winterbottom and stars Dan Futterman, Angelina Jolie and Archie 
Panjabi.

USA English-100 2007 RPT M a l Y Y

2019-10-25 2755 Family 9

From visionary filmmakers Tim Burton (The Nightmare Before Christmas) and 

Timur Bekmambetov (Wanted) and Academy Award-nominated director Shane 
Acker comes this visually stunning and original epic adventure. In the final days 

of humanity, a dedicated scientist gives the spark of life to nine of his creations. 

The world has turned into an unrecognisable landscape of machines and spare 
parts, but this group of nine finds that if they band together, their small 

community might just be able to change the course of history. Featuring the 
voice talents of Elijah Wood, John C. Reilly, Jennifer Connelly and Crispin Glover.

USA English-100 2009 RPT M a 

2019-10-26 0530 Animation Howard Lovecraft

After visiting his father in Arkham Sanitarium, young Howard Lovecraft ignores 

his father’s warning and uses the legendary Necronomicon to open a portal to a 
strange frozen world filled with horrifying creatures and grave danger.

CANADA English-100 2016 RPT PG h v 

2019-10-26 0700 Fantasy Your Name

Mitsuha and Taki are two total strangers living completely different lives. But 

when Mitsuha makes a wish to leave her mountain town for the bustling city of 
Tokyo, they become connected in a bizarre way. She dreams she is a boy living 

in Tokyo, while Taki dreams he is a girl from a rural town he's never been to. 
What does their newfound connection mean? And how will it bring them 

together?

JAPAN English-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2019-10-26 0900 Musical Bollywood Parineeta

Set in Calcutta in 1962. Shekhar, the son of a wealthy businessman, is due to 

marry Gayatri, the daughter of an industrialist. But he is in love with Lolita, his 

childhood sweetheart who lives next door. Meanwhile, Girish, a steel tycoon 
from London also becomes smitten with Lolita. Directed by Pradeep Sarkar and 
stars Saif Ali Khan, Sanjay Dutt and Vidya Balan.

INDIA
Hindi-99; English-

1
2005 RPT PG Y Y

2019-10-26 1130 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the 
kids innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate 

details about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big 
secret under wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest 

liability. Find out how the rest of the family cope and see if the holiday will ever 

end.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a Y



2019-10-26 1315 Family 9

From visionary filmmakers Tim Burton (The Nightmare Before Christmas) and 

Timur Bekmambetov (Wanted) and Academy Award-nominated director Shane 
Acker comes this visually stunning and original epic adventure. In the final days 
of humanity, a dedicated scientist gives the spark of life to nine of his creations. 

The world has turned into an unrecognisable landscape of machines and spare 
parts, but this group of nine finds that if they band together, their small 

community might just be able to change the course of history. Featuring the 

voice talents of Elijah Wood, John C. Reilly, Jennifer Connelly and Crispin Glover.

USA English-100 2009 RPT M a 

2019-10-26 1445 Comedy Offside

Five young women go to extraordinary lengths to watch Iran's 2006 World Cup 
qualifier in a stadium where women have been banned. Filmed during the 

actual football game between Iran and Bahrain in 2005. Directed by Jafar Panahi 

and stars Sima Mobarak-Shahi, Shayesteh Irani and Ayda Sadeqi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2006 RPT PG Y

2019-10-26 1630 Documentary Feature Land Of The Bears
Filmmaker Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of a mother bear and 

her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.
FRANCE English-100 2014 RPT G

2019-10-26 1805 Family The Cat Returns
Studio
Ghibli

After rescuing a mysterious cat from traffic, a young girl finds herself 

involuntarily engaged to a cat prince in a magical world where her only hope of 

freedom lies with a dapper cat statuette that has come to life. 

JAPAN English-100 2002 RPT G Y

2019-10-26 1930 Drama The Odyssey

1948. Jacques Cousteau, his wife and his two sons are living in paradise, in a 
beautiful house overlooking the Mediterranean. But all Cousteau can think of is 

adventure. Thanks to his invention, an independent aqualung allowing divers to 

breathe under water, he has discovered a whole new world. Now all he wants 
to do is explore this world. And he is willing to sacrifice everything to achieve 

this.

FRANCE French-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2019-10-26 2145 Action Adventure The Great Battle
Asian 

Epics

In 645AD, the Tang Dynasty’s emperor Li starts his invasion into Goguryeo, one 
of the ancient kingdoms of Korea. One victory after another, the Tang army 

marches into Ansi, protected by General Yang, the lord of the fortress. 

Abandoned by his country and outnumbered by thousands, the brave general 
gathers his men and women to face the Tang army on his own.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2018

2019-10-26 2410 Thriller Vanilla Sky

The tale of a young New York City publishing magnate who finds himself on an 

unexpected roller-coaster ride of romance, comedy, suspicion, love, sex, and 

dreams in a mind-bending search for his soul.

USA English-100 2001 RPT

2019-10-26 2635 Musical Bollywood Parineeta

Set in Calcutta in 1962. Shekhar, the son of a wealthy businessman, is due to 
marry Gayatri, the daughter of an industrialist. But he is in love with Lolita, his 

childhood sweetheart who lives next door. Meanwhile, Girish, a steel tycoon 

from London also becomes smitten with Lolita. Directed by Pradeep Sarkar and 

stars Saif Ali Khan, Sanjay Dutt and Vidya Balan.

INDIA
Hindi-99; English-

1
2005 RPT PG Y Y


